You will need:
Small Tree:

5

1 x Green 160
½ x brown 160 or 260
1 x white 260

Medium Tree
2 x green 160
2 x green 260
½ x brown 260
1 x white 260

For larger tree just add more layers and bring in 350
or 360 balloons towards the bottom.

Inflate a green 160 balloon
leaving a 4" tip. Pull if through
your hand to stretch it a little
bit. Make a 1" bubble followed
by three 3/4" pinch twists.

Make a ½" bubble followed by
three 3" loops. If you are want a
small tree remove any
remaining balloon and add a
brown trunk. Here I used a 260
scrap.

Next make three pinch twists.
Make a very small bubble, about
(Bigger than the previous three).
½".

Here I have used a brown 160
scrap for a thinner trunk.

If you want a bigger tree you
could inflate another 160
balloon and continue with each
row getting bigger. Add a 260
balloon if you go any bigger.

Continue with another ½"
bubble followed by three 2"
loops.

Here I have used two 160 and
two 260 balloons. I don't tend to
make my trees very tidy as you
can see. I like a more rugged
look but you might prefer to
have a more precise tree.

I have stopped at two 160s
and two 260 balloons and
added a 260 trunk.

Continue with a 1" bubble
and a 15" loop.

Inflate a white 260 balloon
leaving a 4" tip.
Tie the white balloon onto the
brown tree trunk.

Bring the 1" bubble and the 9"
loop into the 15" loop.

Make a 3" white bubble and a 9"
loop.

Ease the 3" bubble into the 9"
loop.

The loops should sit flat.

I like to finish the base with
two pinch twists before
removing the rest of the
balloon.
Yu
can carry on with more 260 and then
350 or 360 balloons to make a bigger
tree.

